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Ancient Rome Study Guide
The ancient Romans made significant contributions to society in terms of architecture
and government. These contributions have influenced the modern world.

ARCHITECTURE 

GOVERNMENT 

THE ARTS

With over 300 stone arches, the Colosseum is one
of the greatest examples of Roman architecture.
The Romans also used the strength of arches to
create aqueducts that carried water all over the
Roman Empire. Ancient examples of Roman
architecture still exist today.

Representative democracy is a government in
which the people vote for (elect) a smaller group of
citizens to make the rules and laws for everyone.
Ancient Rome had a republican form of
government—a representative democracy.  The
United States government is based on the ideas of
ancient Rome.

Beautiful mosaics, sculptures, and paintings are on
buildings from ancient Rome. The mosaics depict
life in ancient Rome.

People in ancient Rome adapted to their environment and used their
natural resources to produce goods and services.

The size and location of ancient Rome has changed over time.

•  FARMING: The geography of Rome, much like that of Greece, was rocky, mountainous, and dry. 
These conditions limited farming. Grapes and olives grew well inland in the sunny, dry climate.

•  SHIPBUILDING: The abundance of trees allowed the Romans to become expert shipbuilders.   
This enabled men to have jobs and allowed them to trade goods across the Mediterranean Sea.

•  ROADS: The Romans used rocks and dirt to create the first paved roads. The paved roads 
connected to land in western Europe and Africa.

At the beginning of the civilization                        During the period of its greatest influence                    Location of the culture today

Ancient Rome was located by a river on
a peninsula in the Mediterranean Sea.

Ancient Rome spread throughout the
Mediterranean region and most of
western Europe.

Rome is a city located in present-day
Italy.
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